Delaware Winter Invitational, 2010
Old School themed trash packet by Mark Pellegrini, Mike Marra-Powers, and others
Tossups

1) **An elevator music version of this song was used in the mall scene in *Minority Report*. This song, which won the 1962 Grammy for Record of the Year, re-launched lyricist Johnny Mercer's career. It has since become a staple song for Andy Williams. The singer tells about two drifters who set off to see the world, crossing the titular object, which is wider than a mile. Originally sung by Audrey Hepburn for *Breakfast at Tiffany's*, this is for ten points what Henry Mancini song?**
*ANSWER: "Moon River"

2) **One play of this name occurred in the 1976 Grey Cup, when Ottawa tight end Tony Gabriel faked a post pattern and scored the game-winning touchdown in the corner. Another play with this name occurred in the 2001 Michigan-Michigan State game, when MSU quarterback Jeff Smoker threw the game-winning touchdown to T.J. Duckett with one second left. A more well-known play with this name occurred in the 1954 World Series, when Vic Wertz’s liner to deep center was caught by Willie Mays. These plays all share what name, which for ten points usually refers to the Joe Montana to Dwight Clark touchdown in the 1982 NFC Championship, sending the 49ers to the Super Bowl?**
*ANSWER: The Catch

3) **This film marked the major motion picture debut of Christopher Lloyd as Taber. The role of the central villain in this movie was turned down by six actresses before largely-unknown Louise Fletcher agreed to play it. In the film's final scene, Chief Bromden escapes from Oregon State Hospital after killing his friend. That friend, R. P. McMurphy, had been a troublemaker until he was lobotomized for trying to kill Nurse Ratched. Based on a novel by Ken Kesey and set in a mental institution, this is for ten points what 1975 film starring Jack Nicholson?**
*ANSWER: *One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest*

4) **This character has previously been a member of two gangs - the demons and the falcons. He supported Dwight Eisenhower's 1956 presidential campaign by saying that both he and his bike like Ike. He is able to fix Arnold's jukebox by punching it, and he's known for his mannerisms, including snapping his fingers and his double thumbs-up. In an infamous three part episode, this character moves to Hollywood, dons water skis, and jumps over a shark. Played by Henry Winkler, this is for ten points what character from *Happy Days*?**
*ANSWER: Fonzie (Accept: Arthur or Fonzarelli or The Fonz or Fonztta)

5) **Minor characters in this series include Din, a dancer from Holodrum and Nayru of Labrynna. One recurring character in this series of video games is Impa, a caretaker to the titular character. The main antagonist in this series, the leader of the Gerudo, is occasionally depicted as a pig. One character from this series, Tingle, has been spun off into his own franchise. In the first game in this series, you must visit eight dungeons and gather pieces of the triforce. The titular character of this series, a princess, frequently needs the help of an elf-like boy clad in green. This is for ten points, what Nintendo franchise about a young hero, Link, who goes on quests to save Hyrule?**
6) He went 21-7 with a 2.53 ERA in 1963, earning him his only All-Star appearance. However, he finished his career with a 62-63 record over 10 seasons with the Yankees, Astros, and the team he is most associated with. Bowie Kuhn once tried to get him to sign a statement insisting that his autobiography was completely fictional. In the book, a chronicle of his 1969 season with the Seattle Pilots, he told of the prevalence of “beaver shooting”, the spying on women from under the stands, the widespread abuse of amphetamines and Mickey Mantle's alcohol abuse. Name for ten points this author of Ball Four.

ANSWER: Jim Bouton

7) An acoustic version of this song was included on the band's debut album, which flopped on release. Band producer Tom Wilson redubbed this song with an electric guitar and bass, and re-released it. That re-release hit #1 on the US charts by the end of the year. The singer tells us that "In restless dreams I walked alone", and that "people bowed and prayed // To the neon god they made". Written in the wake of the Kennedy Assassination, and featured heavily in The Graduate, this is for ten points what seminal song from Simon and Garfunkle?

ANSWER: The "Sound of Silence" (Accept: The Sounds of Silence)

8) A meeting with Lucas, Corman, and a character played by Jerry Ziesmer starts this movie. During filming, this film's director lost 100 pounds and repeatedly threatened to commit suicide. It took three years to edit this film, which was nominated for the Best Picture Academy Award but lost to Kramer vs. Kramer. Due to the low quality of the sound recording, Joe Estevez was brought in to redub his brother's voice. 'Mr. Clean' is played by Laurence Fishburne, who lied about his age in order to be cast in this film. This film revolves around Willard's mission to retrieve Colonel Kurtz from Cambodia. Based on Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness, this is for ten points what 1979 Vietnam war movie starring Marlon Brando and Martin Sheen?

ANSWER: Apocalypse Now

9) The Internet Movie Database lists this actor's first film role as that of Dr. Bucky DeVol in the 1982 Garry Marshall-directed comedy, Young Doctors in Love. Other films in which he has appeared include Wayne's World 2, Dick, and Major League: Back to the Minors. However, he is better known for his work in television on shows such as Happy Days, The Love Boat, Dynasty, and Hope & Faith. Also having appeared as a contestant on the seventh season of Dancing with the Stars, for ten points, name this actor best known for playing Jefferson D'Arcy on the sitcom Married... with Children and for being designated as "the patron saint of shark-jumping" by jumptheshark.com.

ANSWER: Ted McGinley

10) The titular figure is known as Foo in Australia, Chad in the United Kingdom, and el fisgon in Mexico, literally meaning "nosy." In an Isaac Asimov short story, they are drawn by a time traveler who feels compelled to leave reminders of his visits. At the end of the film Kelly's Heroes, the bank robbers draw one of these illustrations inside the bank vault. In 1983 Styx released a concept album by this name, and that album's lead single, "Mr.
Roboto", references the titular figure several times. Often seen in graffiti, this is for ten points what World War II era expression, about a guy who has already been here?

ANSWER: **Kilroy was here** (prompt on Kilroy)

11) **Jerry Goldsmith wrote the Oscar nominated score for this film, for which the most famous part ends with children's laughter. Two of the movie's five main stars** passed away prematurely in the 1980s, prompting the thought of a curse. However, nobody dies in this film despite it being a horror movie. In one scene in this film, a parasite-infected steak walks itself across a kitchen counter and another, a boy is attacked by a toy clown. Directed by Tobe Hooper and produced by Steven Spielberg, this is for ten points what movie about suburban house ghosts?

ANSWER: **Poltergeist**

12) **Born in Paris, France, he was selected third overall in the 1982 NBA Draft by the Utah Jazz. However, he was traded to his best-known team for John Drew and Freeman Williams. Other teams he has played for include Fortitudo Bologna and Panathinaikos Athens, with whom he won the 1996 Euroleague title and the Greek Cup. He and Clyde Drexler are the only two players to have participated in the Slam Dunk Contest five times, the 1987 version of which he lost to teammate Spud Webb. Known as the "Human Highlight Reel", for ten points name this Hall of Fame Atlanta Hawk forward.**

ANSWER: Dominique **Wilkins**

13) "**Roll On Columbia", "Pastures of Plenty", and "Grand Coulee Dam" are some of the 26 songs he wrote about Oregon and the Columbia River in 1941 while working for the Department of Interior. 17 of those songs were later released on The Columbia River Collection. That album was released many years after this singer's 1967 death from Huntington's disease. He often performed on a guitar sporting a label that said "This Machine Kills Fascists." Father of folk singer Arlo, and grandfather of folk singer Sarah Lee, this is for ten points what musician best known for writing "This Land is My Land"?

ANSWER: Woody **Guthrie**

14) A cross over between this game and **Super Mario Bros was created by Swing Swing Submarine while a first-person version of this game was released in 2010. This game's namesake neurological effect occurs when players begin applying the mechanics of this game to real life situations. Originally developed at the Dorodnicyn Computing Center, this is only video game to be released on every major console, though its original success came from its release for the Nintendo Gameboy. Created in 1984 by Soviet computer scientist Alexey Pajitnov, this is for ten points what game in which the player rotates falling blocks to fill in rows?**

ANSWER: **Tetris**

15) **The titular object of this catchphrase is a Grumman Widgeon with US registry N4453. In 2006, TV Land named it the #24th greatest TV catchphrase of all time. The man who said it, Hervé Villechaize, suffered from proportionate dwarfism and after becoming depressed and resorting to alcohol, he committed suicide in September of 1993. Villechaize played Tattoo from 1978 to 1983, who, for ten points, said this repetitive phrase after ringing the bell at the beginning of every episode to alert Mr. Roarke of the arrival of an aircraft on Fantasy Island.**
16) Wyclef Jean's cover of this song is featured in the 2004 remake of *The Manchurian Candidate* and My Chemical Romance played their cover of this song during their Black Parade tour. The song's writer quipped that "you just had the feeling that none of these people were going to be involved with the war." Those people were David Eisenhower and Julie Nixon, two examples of this song's titular people who are "born with silver spoon in hand." But the singer is one of the people sent "down to war" who are asked to give "more, more, more." For ten points, name this 1969 anti-war anthem from the album *Willy and the Poor Boys*, written by John Fogerty and performed by Creedence Clearwater Revival.

ANSWER: "Fortunate Son"

17) The second half of this movie was originally about a WWII bomber plagued by a gremlin, but it was combined with a script called Memory and the setting was changed. The original script ended with the protagonist's head being bitten off, but the studio thought this was too depressing. The antagonist was based off *Necronom IV*, a painting by H.R. Giger who designed the sets used in this film. After investigating a distress signal, the mining ship Nostoromo is invaded by the titular xenomorph, forcing Ridley to blow up the ship. Sigourney Weaver starred in, for ten points, what 1979 Ridley Scott film?

ANSWER: *Alien*

18) This character is mentioned in *Work It* by Missy Elliot, and Ranking Dread released an album named for him in 1979. He is taught English by Fiddler and his daughter, Kizzy, is taught to read by Missy Anne. After this character's fourth escape attempt, half of his foot is cut off. As a young man he is captured and taken aboard Captain Davies' ship while searching for wood to make a drum outside of his village in the Gambia. Given the name Toby by plantation owner John Reynolds, this is for ten points what character portrayed by LeVar Burton and John Amos in the miniseries Roots?

ANSWER: Kunta Kinte

19) Hunter S. Thompson was sent to cover this event, but got drunk and missed it. Norman Mailer and George Plimpton were both in attendance and later published books about it. It ended in the 8th round with a left hook and a hard right. This fight was one of the first promoted by Don King, and Mobutu Sese-Seko sponsored it. George Foreman was knocked out by Muhammad Ali using the rope-a-dope in, for ten points, what boxing match fought in Kinshasa?

ANSWER: The Rumble in the Jungle

20) This man debuted on television in 1957 on *The Phil Silvers Show*. However, his true launch to stardom came in 1960 when he won the Tony Award for playing Albert Peterson in the stage version of *Bye Bye Birdie*. After that, he played such characters as Claude Fitzwilliam in *Fitzwill* and Caractacus ["Cuh-rack-tuh-kiss"] Potts in *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang*. More recently, he has starred in *Night at the Museum* and the TV show *Diagnosis Murder*. For ten points, name this actor probably most famous for his role as Rob Petrie in his self-titled sitcom as well as the chimney-sweeping Bert in *Mary Poppins*.

ANSWER: Dick Van Dyke
21) He played himself in the film *Rawhide*, and the AFI choose part of his retirement speech as the 38th greatest movie quote of all time. The youngest player to be elected to the Hall of Fame, he won the triple crown in 1934. He won two AL MVPs and six World Series, all while hitting cleanup. His number 4 was the first number retired in MLB history. "Today, I consider myself the luckiest man on the face of the earth" was spoken by, for ten points, what New York Yankee who died from his namesake disease?
ANSWER: Lou Gehrig

22) This man's song *Burn On* tells the true story of a 1969 incident in which the Cuyahoga River in Cleveland, Ohio caught fire as a result of over-pollution, and was featured in the opening credits of the movie *Major League*. His biggest hit as a songwriter came in 1970 when Three Dog Night took his song *Mama Told Me (Not to Come)* to #1 on the Billboard Hot 100. However, as a performer, he is best known for the lead track of his 1977 album *Little Criminals*, a song that addresses prejudice against the titular group of people. For ten points, name this piano-playing singer-songwriter known for scoring such Pixar films as *Toy Story*, *Toy Story 2*, and *Monsters, Inc.*, and for singing the novelty hit "Short People."
ANSWER: Randy Newman

23) Although she made her film debut in 1955's *The Court Martial of Billy Mitchell*, she was considered for a major part in the movie *On the Waterfront* one year earlier. She also starred in an episode of *The Twilight Zone* entitled *Two*, where she is one of two survivors of an apocalyptic battle. After starring in her most famous TV show in the '60s which at the time had the best ratings ever for ABC, she starred in many made-for-TV movies in the '70s including her most famous, *The Legend of Lizzie Borden*. This is, for ten points, what actress best-remembered for her role as the nose-twitching witch Samantha in *Bewitched*?
ANSWER: Elizabeth Montgomery
Bonuses

1) After an accident nearly causes a meltdown, Jack Godell takes control of a power plant and threatens to melt it down unless he can speak on TV. For ten points each

[10] This is what 1979 film, starring Jack Lemmon and Michael Douglas?
ANSWER: The **China Syndrome**

[10] Three days after *The China Syndrome* was released, this real life event occurred which was bizarrely similar to some events in the film.
ANSWER: **Three Mile Island**

[10] Reporter Kimberly Wells is played by what actress, whose other films include *Barbarella* and *Monster-in-Law*?
ANSWER: Jane **Fonda**

2) His brother Nagi was killed by Hamato Yoshi, who fled to New York City. For ten points each

[10] Who is this arch-nemesis of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles?
ANSWER: **Shredder** (Accept: **Oroku Saki**)

[10] Shredder is the leader of this criminal organization
ANSWER: **Foot** clan

[10] Shredder is assisted by this scientist, who is sometimes depicted as a mutilated African-American, and sometimes as a half-man half-fly.
ANSWER: **Baxter Stockman**

3) Visual bonus. Given a picture of the box of a classic NES game, and a short description of that game, name it for ten points each.

*Note to moderator - detach the last page(s) of this packet, give them to the team, and give them ten seconds per part.*

[A] In this Enix game, you have to kill the Dragonlord.
ANSWER: **Dragon Warrior** 1 (Accept **Dragon Quest** 1)

[B] This Konami game was noted for its extreme difficulty.
ANSWER: **Contra**

[C] Possibly the only NES game more difficult than Contra was this Tecmo game.
ANSWER: **Ninja Gaiden**

4) Name some Johnny Cash songs for ten points each

[10] Cash's sister-in-law Anita wrote this song with Merle Kilgore. When their version flopped, Cash re-recorded it with mariachis and it became one of his biggest hits.
ANSWER: **Ring of Fire**

[10] This 1956 Cash song was featured in a 1970 film of the same name starring Gregory Peck, and a 2005 biopic of nearly the same name starring Joaquin Phoenix.
ANSWER: **I Walk the Line** (do not accept or prompt on **Walk the Line**)

[10] This Cash song revolves around a boy who plans to take revenge on his absentee father for giving him a bad name.
ANSWER: **A Boy Named Sue**
5) This hockey achievement involves scoring a goal, getting an assist, and fighting in the same game. For ten points each
[10] This is what kind of hat trick, named for the NHL's second all-time goal scorer.
ANSWER: Gordon "Gordie" **Howe**
[10] Howe won four Stanley Cups with this franchise.
ANSWER: **Detroit Red Wings**
[10] Gordie Howe actually had only 2 Gordie Howe hat tricks in his career. The current leader, with nine, is this winger who retired in November 2009. He was also the active leader in goals scored, with 656.
ANSWER: Brendan **Shanahan**

6) Back in the day, they really knew how to send off a TV show. Given a description of what happened in a series finale, name the series for ten points each
[10] In the finale to this series, the protagonist ends up in a bar, where God is bartending. The episode ends with a message that the protagonist never returned home.
ANSWER: **Quantum Leap**
[10] During the 1993 finale for this show, a narrating Kevin Arnold informs viewers that his father died of a heart attack just two years after the events of the finale.
ANSWER: **The Wonder Years**
[10] In the series finale for this series, Harry decides to stay in his job, Christine is elected to Congress, and Bull Shannon is abducted by aliens.
ANSWER: **Night Court**

7) This film is about the rape of a woman and the murder of her husband. For ten points each
[10] What is this classic 1950 Japanese crime drama told from four different points of view?
ANSWER: **Rashomon**
[10] Who directed **Rashomon**?
ANSWER: Akira **Kurosawa**
[10] Rashomon is largely adapted from what short story by Ryūnosuke Akutagawa which is named for the place in which it is set?
ANSWER: **In a Grove**

8) Nicknames for poker hands often come from pop-culture. Given a hand in poker, give its nickname for ten points each.
[10] Triple-two's is known by what nickname, which comes from a trio of animated characters created by Ted Osborne and Al Taliaferro in 1937?
ANSWER: **Huey, Dewey, and Louie**
[10] Four queens is known by this nickname, inspired by the band which included Victor Willis, Felipe Rose, and Randy Jones.
ANSWER: **Village People**
[10] Ace-ace-two-three is nicknamed for the number found on what Carrie Fisher character's prison cell?
ANSWER: **Princess Leia**

9) They're one of the most successful hard rock bands in history. For ten points each...
[10] Nicknamed "The Bad Boys from Boston," this band's hits during the '70s include "Sweet Emotion" and "Walk This Way."
ANSWER: **Aerosmith**
This man has been the lead singer of Aerosmith since the band's founding in 1970. He will likely be temporarily replaced in 2010 while he recovers from leg surgery as well as an addiction to painkillers.

ANSWER: Steven Tyler

Aerosmith's biggest hit single during the '70s was this power ballad, the third track on their debut album. It was more recently featured during the closing credits of the movie Miracle.

ANSWER: "Dream On"

10) This program's first episode, which aired on April 29, 1961, featured the Drake Relays and the Penn Relays. For ten points each:

[10] Name this longtime ABC sports program hosted by Jim McKay.

ANSWER: Wide World of Sports

[10] Wide World of Sports had an opening montage which showed ski jumper Vinko Bogataj ["Boh-guh-tie"] crashing while what phrase is spoken?

ANSWER: "The thrill of victory and the agony of defeat"

[10] First taped as a segment on Wide World of Sports, this all-around sports competition featured elite athletes from different sports in a series of events. A 2009 revival was won by Kristi Leskinen and Maksim Chmerkovskiy

ANSWER: Superstars

11) Name some of these shows that were #1 in the Nielsen ratings for only one TV season for ten points each.

[10] In the 1961-1962 season, this TV western that chronicles the journey of American settlers from Missouri to California hit #1 in its fifth season.

ANSWER: Wagon Train

[10] In the 1984-1985 season, this primetime soap opera that revolved around a wealthy oil tycoon family in Denver hit #1 in a season that ended with the Moldavian Massacre.

ANSWER: Dynasty

[10] This NBC show, which featured characters such as Sam, Diane, Rebecca, and Norm, hit #1 during its ninth season in 1990-1991.

ANSWER: Cheers

12) Name some old school actors with something in common for ten points each

[10] This actor's big break came in 1979 when he was cast opposite Donald Pleasance and Lawrence Olivier in Dracula. You probably know him better from his recent roles as Perry White in Superman Returns and Richard Nixon in Frost/Nixon.

ANSWER: Frank Langella

[10] This actor has played Dracula in ten different movies, but you probably know him better as Saruman in The Lord of the Rings.

ANSWER: Christopher Lee

[10] This comedian played Dracula in a 1995 Mel Brooks comedy, but you might know him better from his more recent roles as Agent Dick Steele in Spy Hard, President Harris in the Scary Movie series, and Santa Claus in Santa Who.

ANSWER: Leslie Nielsen

13) Name these Negro League players for ten points each:
Known as the Black Babe Ruth, this catcher may have been the only player ever to hit a ball out of the old Yankee Stadium.
ANSWER: Josh Gibson

Perhaps the best Negro pitcher of the early 1900s, he advocated the idea of an all-black league and later became the first president of the Negro National League in 1920.
ANSWER: Andrew "Rube" Foster

Satchel Paige once said that this center fielder was so fast that he could turn the switch off and get in bed before the lights went out.
ANSWER: James "Cool Papa" Bell

Bob Geldof and Midge Ure organized this July 13, 1985 event. For ten points each
[10] What was this concert which took place simultaneously in Wembley Stadium and JFK Stadium, as well as several other venues?
ANSWER: Live Aid

Live Aid's memorable finale in Philadelphia featured dozens of celebrities singing what song, which was written by Michael Jackson and Lionel Richie?
ANSWER: "We are the World"

One of the first acts to perform in the Philadelphia venue was what hip-hop group, founded by Joey Simmons, which performed Jam Master Jay and King Of Rock?
ANSWER: Run-DMC

Name some 80s fads for ten points each.
[10] Thistlethwaite, Kociemba, Fridrich, and Korf are algorithms for solving these puzzles, which were first exported from Hungary in 1980.
ANSWER: Rubik's cube

Ken Forsse created this talking animatronic bear, which could play audio tapes inserted into it.
ANSWER: Teddy Ruxpin

This American Greetings character, created by Muriel Fahrion, has a cat named custard and friends like T.N. Honey and Almond Tea
ANSWER: Strawberry Shortcake

Every four years, a presidential election rolls around, which means its time for Saturday Night Live to find faults in both candidates. Name the SNL comedian that portrayed a losing presidential candidate for ten points each
ANSWER: Jon Lovitz
ANSWER: Chevy Chase
ANSWER: Norm Macdonald

The titular group of soldiers has to parachute behind enemy lines and blow up a chateau full of enemy officers. For ten points each
[10] This is the plot of what 1967 war movie?
ANSWER: The Dirty Dozen
[10] The Dirty Dozen are led by Major Reisman, played by what actor who also starred in Cat Ballou?
ANSWER: Lee **Marvin**  
[10] Things begin to go wrong for the Dirty Dozen when this bible-thumping mentally unstable soldier, played by Telly Savalas, starts shooting up the place.  
ANSWER: **Maggot**

19) Some musicians just don't know when to retire. Name some things about bands that have been around for a long, long time for ten points each  
[10] This Mick Jagger fronted band has been active since 1962.  
ANSWER: The Rolling **Stones**  
[10] Geddy Lee is the lead vocalist for this Canadian rock band, whose early albums include *Fly by Night* and *Caress of Steel*.  
ANSWER: **Rush**  
[10] Leonard Slye founded this folk group, which claims to be the oldest continuously performing band. They have been performing since 1933, and have outlived all of their original members.  
ANSWER: The **Sons of the Pioneers**

19) Give the catchphrase from a description, for ten points each.  
ANSWER: **Where's the beef?**  
[10] On *In Living Color*, Damon Wayans played an ex-con in a clown costume who hits people on the head with a sock and said this phrase.  
ANSWER: **Homey don't play that**  
[10] Walter Cronkite ended most of his broadcasts with this 6-word phrase, followed by the date.  
ANSWER: **And that's the way it is**

20) Down 16-13 with 39 seconds to go, Joe Montana made a game-winning pass to John Taylor to beat the Bengals. For ten points each  
[10] What is this Superbowl, ranked by NFL.com as the best Superbowl of all time?  
ANSWER: Super Bowl **XXIII** (*“23”*) (Accept: The **1989** Superbowl)  
[10] Superbowl XXIII marked the last appearance by what 49ers coach?  
ANSWER: Bill **Walsh**  
[10] The Bengals were led by what University of Maryland quarterback, who has lately been doing color commentary on *The NFL Today*?  
ANSWER: Boomer **Esiason**

21) He's one of only nine people who have won a Tony and Emmy for playing the same role. For ten points each  
[10] Who is this actor who won for his role as the King of Siam in *The King and I*?  
ANSWER: Yul **Brynner**  
[10] In this John Sturges film, Brynner played gunslinger Chris Adams defending a Mexican town from Calvera.  
ANSWER: *The Magnificent Seven*  
[10] *The Magnificent Seven* was not Brynner's only foray into Westerns. He also played an animatronic gunslinger in what 1973 science fiction film set in a robotic theme park?  
ANSWER: **Westworld**
22) Those *Lost* writers sure like their old school music. Name some songs featured prominently on the show *Lost* for ten points each

[10] Several *Lost* episodes prominently feature this "Mama" Cass Elliot song, in which the singer tells you to perform the titular act, even if nobody else sings along

ANSWER: "**Make Your Own Kind of Music**"

[10] In the Looking Glass, you can use this Beach Boys song to disable the signal jammer.

ANSWER: "**Good Vibrations**"

[10] When Hurly first starts the Dharma Van, the van's 8-track starts playing this The Three Dog Night cover of a Daniel Moore song

ANSWER: "**Shambala**"